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The propertiesof a steady-stateplasma belt confinedin a dipole magnetic field and the
properties of instabilitie• arising from this configurationhave been measuredusing electric
probes and photographictechniques.The spatial variations of the steady-state plasma density and temperaturehave been determined.It is found that in the steady casethe electrons
are gyrating, mirroring, and drifting for appreciable lengths of time. The character of the
instabilities and the conditions under which they arise have been measured. The results can

be interpreted in terms of a theory originally proposedin 1955by Swift as a possiblemechanism for energizing electrons in the magnetosphere. On this basis speculation concerning
comparisonsof laboratory and auroral phenomena are made. An alternative theoretical description of the experimentalresultsthat usesthe basic postulate of Alfv•n's 1954 theory on
the origin of planetary systemsis also discussed,
INTRODUCTION

In an earlier publication [Quinn and Chang,
1966], a techm'quefor maintaining a steadystate plasmadischarge,trapped in the field of
a permanent dipole magnet,was described.One

of planetary systems. These correlations and
applicationswill be analyzed and discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL

APPARATUS

A uniformly magnetized 15.3-cm diameter
cylinder of Alnico V was machined to a spherical
shapeby a cathodedeterioration technique.The

of the experimental difficultiesencounteredwas
the fact that the size of the dipole sphere was
too small to permit adequatespatial resolution sphere was suspendedinside a stainlesssteel
of measurementsof plasma properties. Results vacuum chamberby meansof a supportingrod
of preliminary investigationsindicated that new to a removableflange. The supportingrod was
phenomenaare observablewhen one uses a constructed with an insulator fitting to allow
larger sphereunder the sameconditions[Quinn, electrical isolation of the sphere. The chamber
1965]. In addition to the steady-state plasma itself is cylindrical in shape (60-cm diameter X
belt found in the smaller scaleexperim.ents,
in- 109 cm) and equipped with three viewports
(two side 90ø apart, one bottom) to enable
tense arc instabilities that follow magnetic field
lines and precip•_tateon the sphereare observed. visual observation of the sphere and the disBy •carefu!control, it has been possibleto charge.The vacuum was attained by a seriesof
separately
determine
the properties
of the in- four molecular sieve pumps and a fine control
mechanicalpump-leak system.A diagram of the
stabilities and the stable plasma belt. The

characteristicsof these configurationswill be
described and analyzed. The experimental results seemto have somegeophysicalsignificance
inasmuch as they are consistentwith at least
one theoretical argument concerninga mechanism for energizing auroral electrons. The results may also be interpreted in terms of the
assumptionsof a theory relating to the origin
•Present address: Department of Electrical
Engineering, Catholic University of America,
Washington, D.C.

system appears in Figure 1. After repeated
pump down operations, the pressure could be
maintained during the experiment to within 5
micronsof the desiredoperating pressure.

The discharge
circuit:schematic
alsoappears
in Figure 1. A regulated dc high voltage was
applied betweenthe vacuum chamberwalls that
served as a groundedanode and the sphere that
was allowed to float as an isolated cathede. Since

the anode circumvented the sphere-cathode,
asymmetric field effects were minimized. The
dischargevoltage was maintained by the power
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The magneticfield was measuredwith a F. W.
Bell No. 120 Hall Probe Gaussmeter. An elec-

SIDE
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VIEWPORT

(_)

trically shieldedaxial type probewas mounted
on the rack and piniondevicepreviouslymentioned so that the probe could be movedin a
vertical plane perpendicularto the equatorial
plane.To noteany changein magneticfieldwith
the plasmapresent,a Bell No. 240 incremental
Gaussmeter
wasusedto balanceout the permanentdipolefield.Themaximum
metersensitivity
was 0.001 gauss.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When adc voltage is applied as shown in
Figure 1, a number of different phenomena
occurdependingon the gaspressure,lhe mag-
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resistance.Figure 2 is a photographtaken over
an extendedperiod of time that showsthe main

features.The first featureis a luminousplasma
belt, confinedto low-latituderegions;the second feature is the presenceof intensewhite arcs
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that last the order of milliseconds and occur in
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.

supply, and the dischargecurrent was varied by
adjustinga load resistor.
The principle tool used to investigate the
plasma.configurationwas the Langmuir probe.
A standard mechanical rod feed through was
employedtogetherwith a guidancesupport and
a rack and pinion device that allowed vertical
and horizontal

movement.

Probe characteristics

were obtainedfor the steady-statebelt by manually varying the biasingvoltage.
The time variation of the floating potential
during an instability was measuredin the equatorial plane and below the south pole in the
following manner. The voltage signal with respect to ground was fed from a probe to the
vertical amplifier of an oscilloscope.The horizontal sweepwas set to trigger on any incoming
dc pulsea few volts greater than the equilibrium
or static voltage value, which the probe measured due to its spatial orientation with respect
to the sphere. The potential variation in time
with distanceas a parameter was also obtained
by this method.

regionsnear the equatorialplane; the third
feature is the occurrence of blue streamers less

intensethan the white arcs,whichfollowmagnetic field lines and terminate at higher latitudes.Oneor all of thesefeaturesmay occurat
a giventime, depending
on the particularpressure, voltage, and resistance. Visual observa-

lions indicatethat arcingseriouslydisruptsthe
plasmabelt formedduring the discharge.Frequently,the arcingis so violentand rapid that
the belt is in a state of fluctuation. It often

flickerson and off continuously,
accompanied
eachtimeby a dropin the discharge
voltage.
To systematicallystudy each of these phenomena, it was necessaryto determine the conditions under which one can sustain a contin-

uous plasma belt unaccompaniedby arcs and
streamersfor a time sufficientlylong to make
measurements.The techniqueemployedfor determining these conditionswas as follows. The
systemwas pumped down to a starting pressure
of about 10 microns,and a voltagewas applied
to break the gas down with a few kilohms in
the dischargecircuit. After the formation of the
plasma,the conditionsat breakdownwere noted.
The applied voltage was then increasedto note
additional

features.

The

load

resistance was

progressivelyincreasedand the whole proce-
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Fig. 2. Extended exposurephotograph of dischargeshowing stable belt, arcs, and streamers.

dure repeated.In each step the dischargewas
quenchedby .bringing the applied voltage to
zero before new initial'conditionswere imposed.
Finally, the 'pressure was increasedand the
above techniquerepeated.
•Bothair and nitrogen were used as the residual gas.with no essentialdifferencesin the discharge observable.A brief description of the
phenomena.observedwith air as the residualgas
will be given. At 11 microns the color of the
initial dischargeis a definite blue. The breakdown voltage is approximately 550 volts. At
breakdowna diffusebelt is formed, accompanied
by very rapidly sparklingarcsnear the equator.

As the resistance is increased from 500 ohms to

100 kilobins, a. slight modification in the behavior of the belt appears.A steady oscillation
of the belt in the latitudinal

direction

occurs

before an arc arisesand dissipatesthe belt. The
belt appears to oscillate about 30ø from the
equator quite rapidly. At 20 micronsthis oscillatory behaviorcontinues,increasingin frequency
but decreasing
in amplitude.At 30 microns,the
oscillationvisually disappears,and a faint but
well-defined belt is formed when the resistance

is increasedto 3 Megohms.The arc rate is about
one arc per minute. It is found that a limiting
resistanceof 1-3 Megohms,with a potential of
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450-550 volts dc at a pressurerange of 30-40
microns gives the most reproducibleconfiguration. In fact, the discharge stability can be
maintained for severalhours, provided that the
pressurechangeia lessthan 10 microns.
In this range, the dischargecurrent can be
changedfrom about 0.2 to 0.5 ma by increasing
the applied voltage, without changingthe discharge voltage more than 5 volts or producing
instability. The number of arcs for extended
periods (3-4 hours) could be restricted to a
few per hour at best and at worst to I or 2 per
minute. This range of stability is thus suitable
for static probe measurements that will be
describedbelow. Observationof the discharge

at higher pressure indicates that no stability
can be achievedin this range.
We will separate the discussionof experimental results into two parts, one concerning
the stable luminous belt, and the other concerningthe arcsand streamers.
8TABLE CONFIGURATI0•

a. Visual observation. Once stability is at-

tained,the featuresof the steady-statedischarge
are readily observable.From a side view of the
spherea bright blue-red ring is observedsurroundingthe spherewithin ___30
ø latitude of the
equatorialplane. Photographsof the static condition taken from the sideand bottom viewports

...

...

:.

...

Fig. 3. Equatorial view of stable plasma belt.
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Fig. 4. Polar view of stable plasma belt.

of the chamber are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
When the dischargecurrent is decreasedbelow
0.2 ma, the belt dims and eventually disappears
as the appliedvoltageis decreased
to the extinction potential.
If the applied voltage is increased,the belt
reforms at the equator and becomesbrighter
and more defined.At this point, from the bottom viewport, a dark regionabout 3-4 cm long
between the belt and the sphere's surface is
apparent. The most intensepart of the belt appears at the end of this dark space.At larger
distancesthe belt'graduallybecomesmore faint
and diffuse as seen in Figure 4. There is an

apparent fanning of the belt in the latitudinal
direction near the chamber wall. Increasing the
voltage has the effect of compressingthe inner
dark region and increasingthe luminosity. In
all eases,there was no glowingplasmanear the
polar regionsof the sphere.
When the voltage is increasedbeyonda value
of 1250 volts, the configuration becomesunstable. The belt slowly expandsout,and upward
beyond the equatorial plane accompanied by
increasing brightness until an are or several
ares appear. The ares are formed betweenthe
belt and the surfaceof the sphere.They will be
described below.
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b. Electric probe measurements.The anal- be lower. However,the relativemeasurements
in
ysisof Langmuirprobedata in this experiment this regionshouldbe quite reliable.
is complicated
by two factors,the presenceof
It is estimated that the densitiesquoted
the magneticfield and the presenceof a radial herein are accurateto within an order of magdrift velocity.
A magneticfield will usually decreasethe
ratio of the electron saturation current to the

ion saturationcurrent. If the cyclotronradius
and the Debye length are comparableto the
x

probe dimension,the diffusion rate will be reduced.Thus, in weak fields, the ion collection
may be unaffected,while the electroncollection

i 'o

is greatlychanged.
The presence
of the fieldmay
also destroy electron saturation since the effective length of the flux tube into which electrons can diffuseto reach the probe increases

with voltage.The temperaturemeasuredby the
probe is not, however, greatly affected.The
presenceof a drift velocitysuperimposed
on an
assumed Maxwellian

distribution

will also affect

the temperaturemeasured.
The applicationof theoriesproposedfor accountingfor these effectsis quite difficult and
questionable,in that numerical methods are
necessaryand that idealized assumptionshave

, , , , t , ,, , , I ....
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Fig. 6. Electron temperature variation in the
radial direction equatorial plane (equidistant
points indicate upper and lower limits).

108
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beenmade. (See,for example,Huddlestoneand
Leonard [1965].) Fortunately,in this experiment, in regions more than 8 cm from the

sphere, the effects of drift velocity and the
magneticfield are negligible,and onemay apply
the usualsimpleprobetheory.We haveapplied
the simpletheoryto data obtainedin all regions.
Thus, the valuesof temperaturequotedfor the
inner regionsare probably higher than actually
exist, while the electronnumber densitiesmay
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Fig. 5. Electric field variation in the radial direction, equatorial plane.

Fig. 7. Charge particle density variation in
the radial direction equatorial plane. a, Electron
number density; b, net chargedensity; c, positive
ion density.
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nitude, while the relative values are accurate to

made to separate the drift from the thermal

within 20%. The temperatures
quotedare ac-

motion.

curate to within a factor of 2.

The variations of electrons,ion, and total
charge density are given in Figure 7. All three
curves have a maximum in the region 2-5 cm,
which is the visual position of the intense glow
regiondescribedabove.
Quinn and Char•g [1966] have noted that the
measureof a transversepotential differencebetween two probes separatedin the longitudinal
direction and placed in the equatorial plane of a
smaller spherewas a qualitative measureof drift
current in this plane. This current was thought
to be producedby action of the magnetic field

The

variation

of

the

electric

field

in

the

equatorial plane is presented in Figure 5. It
is seen that the field is large near the cathode
and gradually decreasesto zero as the anode is
approached.The variation of the electron temperature in the equatorial plane is presentedin
Figure 6. It should be noted, as mentioned
earlier, that the values near the sphere are high
and indicative of the fact that the plasma in
this regionis under the influenceof an accelerating electric field, and that no attempt has been

Fig. 8a.

Figure•8a and b showequatorialview of are instabilities.
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Fig. 88.

radial gradient and the electric field on the nonneutral plasma configuration.A similar experiment was performedfor the 15.3-cmsphere.The
dimensionsof the probesused here were much
smaller and no potential differencewas detected,
although a visible wake was observed.
c. Magnetic field measurements. The component of the magneticfield parallel to the surface of the spherewas measuredas a function
of distancein the equatorial plane. The field is

dipolar to within 2% having a dipole moment
of 1.0 X 1½ gausscm? A differential gauss
meter was used in an attempt to measure the

field generatedby an equatorial ring current,
shouldit exist.No changein the field due to the

plasmawas detectable,indicatingthat the field
perturbationsare lessthan a milligauss.
UNSTABLE CONFIGURATION

Experimentally,the productionof an arc from
a stable system can be accomplishedin several
ways. One method is to increasethe applied
voltage su•ciently above the stable operation
condition.Stimulation of arcing can also be accomplishedby increasingthe neutral gas pressure.

The arcs themselvesfall into two categories.
The first type, which appearedto be the most
violent and rapid, is a bright white arc usually
found between ñ 70ø latitude, lastingthe order

PLASMA INSTABILITIES IN A DIPOLE FIELD
of hundredsof milliseconds
and followinga
magneticfield line. The point of precipitation
may be in either hemisphereor both for any
given arc. During a bright arc the plasma.belt
dims and sometimes
disappearsaltogether,re-
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much lessintensethan the white arcs,and have
only one precipitation point in either hemisphere.They are also more evident at higher
pressures
and/or lowervoltages.Photographsof
thesestreamersaloneand accompanied
by arcs
turning immediately after the extinction of the are shownin Figures 10 and 11. Both phearc. Normally, the belt merely flickersduring nomena, of course,are evident in Figure 2 as
such an arc. Photographs of such events'are well.
shown in Figures 8 and 9, giving a side and
The two types of arcs appear simultaneously
polar view. The secondtype of arc observedis or separately, dependingon the experimental
a blue or blue-red streamer that travels a wide
conditions.At 0.64 ma with 2.2 Megohms retrajectory that follows a magnetic field line and sistanceand 1250 volts, for example,the arcing
appears only in regionscloseto. the poles.The was predominately the intense type with a
streamersusually last for several seconds,are frequency of one or two every few seconds.As

Fig. 9a.

Figures9a and b showpolar view of are instabilities.
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Fig. 9b.

the voltage is further increased,the frequency

servations,however, indicate that the streamer

of occurrence also increases. Similar

followsthe path seenin Figure 10.
The temporalvariationof the spacepotential
duringthesearcswasalsomeasured.The bright
arcs are especiallysuited to this study in that.
they are a major sourceof energy dissipation
and give a strongreproducible
signal.No repro-

behavior

is

observedat all other pressures.
Views from the bottom of the chamber,or
south polar view, are given in Figures 9 and
11. These indicate that during a bright arc, the
belt configurationis greatly disturbed in the
vicinity of an arc as the plasma there is in a
turbulent state. Streamers,on the other hand,
have little effect on the plasma.at all. In fact, it
appearsthat the plasmabelt altersthe streamer
that.is sweptback about.the spherein a counterclockwise direction with respect to the south

pole. The azimuthalpositionof the streameris
not apparent from Figure 11 sinceone is observingthe streameralongits path. Visual oh-

ducible signal was obtainable for the streamers.
The photograph in Figure 12 is a voltageversus-time trace of a typical arc event. The
trace indicates that the initial disturbance causes

a rapid rise in voltagefrom equilibriumin approximately 50 msec to a zero value where it
remains constant for approximately 50 msec
and then rapidly returns to a value near the
negativepotentialassociated
with the quiet belt.
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Fig. 10a.

Figures 10a and b showequatorial view of streamersand arcs.

The slightsinusoidal
variationof the signalafter mapping of voltage-versus-timeevents under
the return to equilibrium is due to 60-cycle typical operating conditions.
An examinationof Figure 14 at largedistances
leakageand is not a characteristic
of the plasma..
The photographsof Figure 13 displaya series from the sphere indicates:that the variation of
of arcsoccurringduringonesweep.Thesephoto- voltage with time is negligibleexcept at the
graphsagain showthat the voltage,after each very beginningof the arc. Closerto the sphere,
discharge,usually returns to an equilibrium the variation becomesmore and more provalue. When the potentialis equal to this:value nouncedwith the greatestvariation appearing
or exceedsit, an arc might occur,but no arcs in the regionfrom approximately2.5 to 4.5 cm.
occurwhen the voltageis belowthe equilibrium This is the regionof maximumplasma.density,
value.
and, from visual observation,the region where
The traces also indicaie that all arcs have
arcing occursmost frequently.
The photographsin Figure 15 showthe superessentiallythe same time history. The photographs in Figure 14 constitutean equatorial position of three separate arcs to compare the
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Fig. lob.

sphere.The photographsindicatethat the signal
remains essentiallyzero except for a deviation
of perhaps5-6 volts at the initiation of each
arc. It is apparent, then, that the arcs cause
little disturbancein the region of the poles as
value. It can be seen that the rate of return
indicated by visual observation.In fact, the
to equilibrium is different and that it is possible southpole signalsdid not differ greatly from the
for the voltage to. overshoot the equilibrium signalstaken in the equatorialplane at large
value. These differences are, however, only distancesfrom the sphere.
In summary, measurementsof the potential
slight. The extendedtime traces indicate that
the voltage always returns to equilibrium after variation in space during an are indicate the
a sufficientlength of time, regardlessof the type following: during arcing there is little variation
of arc.
in the potential at the poles for all distances;
Figure 16 presentsa plot of voltage versus the disturbancein the equatorialplane for distime, with distanceas a parametertaken in the taneesgreaterthan 10 cm is alsosmall; finally,
radial direction from the south pole of the the only appreciablefluctuationsoccur in an
time history of different arcs. The arcs have
essentially the same time history with the exception of regions very near the sphere. Here
the only differencethat occursis the manner in
which the voltage returns to the equilibrium
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]Fig. 11a.

Figures 11a and b showpolar view of streamersand arcs.

equatorial region near the sphere where the are also typically characteristic of a glow
steady-stateplasma density and electric fields discharge.
However,visualobservations
indicatethat the
are large.
magnetic field causesadditional phenomena.
Discussio•
First, the visible plasma is confinedto lower
a. Stable configuration. Observationsindi- latitude regionsand strongly suggeststhat a
cate that the general features of the steady significantportion of the plasmais trapped in
state are those of a glow discharge.The dark the dipole magnetic field and undergoing
spacenear the sphere,the intenseglow region, motions characteristicof such plasma.,namely,
and the lessintenseglow extendingto large dis- gyrating, mirroring, and drifting.
The experimentalresultscan be examinedto
tancesare normal visible featuresof a glow discharge.The radialvariationsof the temperature, establishto what degreethesemotionsoccur.Of
electronand ion densities,and the electricfield prime importancein analyzingthe motionof the
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Fig. 11b.

plasmais a consideration
of the meanfree paths
for various particle collisions.The electronelectroncollisionmean free path is of the order
of 106 cm, and thus electron-electroncollisions
can be ignored. In addition, electron-ioncollisionsmay also be ignoredbecauseof their low
densities.The electron neutral mean free path
is dependentupon energy, and in the pressure
range under study it will vary between 5 and
15 cm. Thus the controlling collision for the
electrons is the electron-neutral

collision as ex-

pected. The ion-neutral and neutral-neutral collision mean free paths are of the order of

netic field lines, thus giving the largest possible
value, ranges from 0.06 to 0.45 cm. in the
equatorialplane. Thus the cyclotronradius for
electrons is much less than the electron-neutral

mean free path. Also,the cyclotronfrequencyis
a factor of 100 larger than the collision frequency. We may thus concludethat the electrons are on the averagegyrating for at least
100 cyclotronperiods.In addition, the magnetic
moment may be consideredan adiabatic invariant during the motion since the magnetic
field is time independentand characteristically

10-•-10 -4 cm.

The cyclotron radius for electrons,assuming
that the energyis totally transverseto the mag- wherep is the cyclotronradius.
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that the major portion of electrons are prodnced
in the equatorial pbnc. This is

a

reasonable

assumption �ince the regions of highest electric
fields occm in the equatori"l jJI:llle.
Occatiion:1lly, one \\'ould exp('ct some electrons
to ha\'c

a

cOlllponent of \'eiocity p:11':lllcl to

a

field line large enongh to permit it to caUSe
ionization extending to the surface of the sphcre.

It is bclie\'ed that such a phenomcnon gi\'es
ritie to the \\'eak strealllcrs ollscr\'cd that caUtiC
only small pertmbations in thc dischargc COII
figuration :llld current.
Thc maximum free particle longitudinal drift
Fil,(. 12.

Equatorial prooe potential \'ersu� time,

6.D
Verti('al s('alC', 10 \'/em; horizontal scale, 50

during sinl,(le are distance from the sphere
tal.

msec/cm. Ground i� seeond

=

grnticule from top.

\'elocity due to thc radi:d eleetric field or the
r:1dial gr:1dicnt in the m:1gnctic field for the
eXllerimental conditions is of the order of 10'
cm/sec \\'ith a cOlTe�pOl}(ling drift frequency of

10' cps. The mean free path for such an equa
torial drift Illotion is of the order of 3 to 8 cm.
The mirroring time for

a free particle is

Yisual evidence for such drift motion occmring

approximately a f:1ctor of 5 lnrg:er th:lll the

is seen in Figmes 9 and 11. The \\':1kes ca used

collision tillle

by an :1rc in the eqll:1torial pbne are approxi

and is :1

relatiYCly in�ensiti\'e

function of rllerg:y �':1rying :IS the sqnare root

mate]y G cm ]ong:. In :Hlditioll, \yhen a prolJe is

and a function only of the compOlH'nt of the

placed in the eqnatorial plane, one ohsen'es a

particle \'riocit y pa J'alirl to t he field line. Thns

vit;ihle \\'ake. ;\s mentiOlH'd earl ier, an attempt

Olle \\'onld

W:IS made to ll1ea�Ufe the drift \'elocity using; a

expect that any

moying frolll

the

clcctron initially

eqllator tow:1rd the

poles

douhle prohe technique, hut thi,; method yielded

I,auld tra\'el approximately half \Y:lY to the

no definite re�ults hecau�e of !:ick of sensiti\'ity.

mirror point before recomhining, :lnd e;;.�entially

The attell1pt to llwasme an equ:ltorial ring eur

all sllch elcctrOll� \\'onld rr('olllhine in this man

fent by detecting: its as�oci:1ted lll:1glletic field

ner r('g:ardleti� of thc initi:11 cOlllponent of \'c

W:1S :1lso inconchl�i\'e since the sellsiti\'ity of the

locity par:11lel to the field. This expl:1ins the

instrument was too low to mC:1�ure the expected

rei:1ti\'{'ly

field�. \\'e m:1)' cOllclude, howe\,er, Oil the basis

fbt

pl:i:;:m:1

di�c

that

extends

to

approxim:1tely ±30° of the eqll:1tor, proyided

Fil,(. 13.

of

\'i�ual

oh�el'\':ltiolls

:lnd

c:1Icui:ttioIlS

Probe potential versus time for a suc('e�sion of arcs. Distance from sphere

=

G.D.

Yertical seale, 10 v/cm; horizontal scale, 1.0 sec/clll. Ground is second I,(raticule from top.
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experimental data that drift motion occurs in

The cyclotron radius for ions is much larger

asmuch as a particle drifts at least for 40° of

than the mean free

longitude before suffering one collision on the

neutrals, and thus significant gyration of ions

avcrngc.

does not occur. The ion motion is essentially

Fig. 14.

path for collisions with

Probe potential versus time at various distances from sphere in equatorial plane;

vertical scale, 20 v Icm; horizontal scale, 20 msec /cm; distance from sphere in cm for each
trace as follows: 1 = 0.5, 2 = 2.5, 3 = 4.5, 4 = 6.5, 5 = 6.9, 6 = 8.9, 7 = 10.9, 8 = 12.9,
9

=

13.1, 10

Fig. 15.

=

15.1, 11

=

17.1, 12

=

19.1.

Probe potential versus time at various distances from sphere in equatorial plane,

showing superposition of three arcs with conditions same as those in Figure 14, except sweep
on right photograph is 0.1 sec/em.

a
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drift in the radial electric field rel::ttively un

-

affected by the magnetic field.

b.

Unstable configuration.

Let us now turn

our discussion to the instabilities that occur.
Our interest is directed to the bright arcs that
cause large fluctuations in the stable configura
tion. Visual evidence indicates that the arcs
arise in the equatorial pl::tne, traverse a field
line, and strike the sphere. The frequency of
occurrence of the arcs increases with applied
voltage. The region of precipitation of the arcs

-- .-

D
11

precipitation occurs near the poles. The pre
as

•
•

I

tJ
I

I

is normally between 55 and 75°. Little or no
cipitation points are shifted to lower latitudes
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Fig. l6e.

20

msec/em, 2

I

vlem, 4.5 em from pole.

the applied voltage is increased.

Fi g .

l6d. 20

msec/em, 2 vlem, 7.5 em from pole.

An individual arc is very intense and short

Fig. l6a.
Figures l6a-f show probe potential versus time
at various distances from the pole of the sphere.
Ground is center graticule. a, 10 msec/cm, 2 vIcm,
0.5 em from pole.

in duration. If the stable belt is very faint, an
arc can totally quench the discharge. Once this
occurs, the belt reappears and grows in intensity
until another arc occurs. It has been seen from
the dynamic probe measurements that the re
gions in the equatorial plane are short-circuited
to the sphere, indicating that the plnsma be
comes highly ionized. It is also observed that
most of the arc instabilities arise in the equa
torial region where the radial electric field, the
pbsmi density, and drift velocity are the great
est. These observations suggest that the kinetic
energy of the plnsma in the equatorial plane is
transferred to the neutral gas by a rapid ioniza
tion process that initiates and then sustains
the arc.
Two possible explanations of these phenomena
will be presented herein. Both have been found
to be consistent with experimental results and
each is based on theories or assumptions that

Fig. l6b.

20

msec/em, 2 vlem, 2.5 em from pole.

have astrophysical or geophysical applications.
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Fig. 16e. 20 msec/ em, 2 v / em, 12.5 em from pole.

Fig. 16j. 20

m~('e /em ,

2 Y/ em, 17.5 em from pole.

On the basis of p resent evidence, it is no t clear
which of the two is applicable, or if, in fact, a
third explanation is possible.
The first explanation is based on the existence
of a phenomenon postulated by Alfven [1960J
and Alfven and Wilcox [1962]. In a theory
concerning the origin of satellites and planets,
Alfven proposed the following assumption that
is essential to his entire theory: a neutral gas
that is moving with a velocity relative to a
plasma will become ioni zed when the velocity
increases to a value such that the kinetic energy
is equal to the ionization energy. Now energetically, such a phenomenon is possible, but when
one considers the various cross sections involved
for ionizat ion , it is found that only electrons
can cause signifi cant ionization at this energy,
and thus some mechanism that transfers energy
rapidly from the heavy pa r ticles to the electrons
is necessary . This assumption of critical limiting
velocity for neutral gas moving with respect to

a plasma has been given experimen tal support
by Fahleson [1961J. Experimental results obtained by Baker et al. [1961J and Baker and
Himmel [1961] on I xion III, a ro tating plasma
device, have obtained similar results although
no quantitative agreement has been obtained.
Lin [1961J has obtained a quasi-st eady-state
description for a homogeneous plasma undergoing a simultaneous ionizat ion and rotation in
a crossed electric and magnetic fi eld , which is
the configuration of bot h t he rotating plasma
device and t his experiment in the equatorial
plane. H e has fo und that the ordin:uy electron
impa ct ionization process can be greatly enhanced when supported by energy t ransfer
from the ions to the electrons via Coloumb
collisions. This transfer can be sufficientl y rapid
to provide a close coupling bet ween the kinetic
energy of the ions and the ionization energy
of the neutrals under a very wide range of
condition s. This is consistent with the experimen tal results of Fahleson [1961], whi ch were
obtained over a wide range of electric fi eld, magnetic field , discharge current, and ambient neutral pressure.
The magnitude of the critical velocity is, of
course, dependent upon t he ionization energy
of the neutral gas . Once this velocity has been
obtained, all energy that is supplied or is available goes into ionizing the neutral gas. The
values for the critical velocity t hat have been
measured are typically of t he order of 10'_10'
cm/ sec in rough agreement with the theory.
If this postulate is accepted and applied to
the pl asma drifting in the equato rial plane, it
is observed that should the velocity of the
plasma with respect to the neutral gas in a
given region app roach the cri tical value, a rapid
ionization in t his region woule! occur. This enhanced ionization would then most probably
cause the precipitation of an arc along the
magnetic field line, the path of least resistance
to the sphere. The theory is consistent with the
experimental results. Most arcs are generated
in the regions where the electric fields are largest and the critica l velocity is most likely to
be attained. Also, more arcs occur as the electric fi eld is increased. Finally, it is observed that
under proper conditions an arc can totally
quench the discharge, indi cating almost complete transfer of the plasma kinetic energy to
ioniza tion energy.

PLASMA INSTABILITIES IN A DIPOLE FIELD
One method of verifying the applicability of
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proper conditions for instability can exist in the

this theory would be to observe the discharge

laboratory experiment. Calculations show that

and arc instabilities using various neutral gas

the conditions can be met as one approaches

constituents. As mentioned earlier, both air and

the sphere in the equatorial plane. In addition,

nitrogen were used with no noticeable difference.

the number of instabilities increases . with the

However, the ionization energies in these cases

applied field in agreement

are relatively close. In any event, a truly quan

One again, a quantitative verification is not

with the theory.

titative verification requires a detailed sensitive

possible due mainly to the fact that the mag

analysis of the energy balance within the sys

nitude of the longitudinal current has not been

tem, before, during, and after the instability

obtained. Nevertheless, all of the essential as

and cannot as yet be performed. However, it

sumptions of the theory are satisfied, and there

may be stated that all the experimental evi

is a striking similarity between the laboratory

dence presently obtained is qualitatively con

phenomena and the phenomena predicted by

sistent with Alfven's assumption.

the theory.

An alternative explanation of the existence of

On this basis, it

is interesting to pursue an

the instabilities can be based on a theory pro

analysis of the experimental results as they

Swift [1965]. In a mechanism pro

relate to auroral phenomena. First, the time

posed by

posed for energizing auroral electrons in the

scale of an arc instability is approximately 150

magnetosphere, Swift considers a longitudinal

msec, which scales satisfactorily to the time

ring current in a dipole field that is subjected

scale of auroral disturbances. Second, precipita

to a local fluctuating electric field due to charge

tion of the arcs occurs most frequently in those

separation. This field is assumed to be transverse

latitudes that correspond to terrestrial auroral

to the magnetic field. It is then shown that

zones. Virtually no arcs occur near the polar

under proper conditions, this longitudinal cur

zones. If one increases the applied voltage, the

rent can be of sufficient intensity to become

arcs precipitate with higher frequency and at

unstable,

lower latitudes. These phenomena are analogous

resulting

in

growing

ion

acoustic

waves. These waves tend to inhibit current

to terrestrial

flows in the plasma and transform the ordered

infrequently near the poles and occur at lower

auroras in

flow energy of the longitudinal current into

latitudes during large disturbances.

turbulent energy, causing rapid and extreme
heating of the electrons

as

that auroras occur

CONCLUSIONS

they are accelerated

down the field line. An alternative simplified

On the basis of the experimental evidence

explanation of the process is that the regions

obtained, it is not clear which of the two

of positive and negative space charge may exist

possible explanations presented is applicable.

temporarily within the magnetosphere, which

The present opinion of the authors is that the

has essentially zero conductivity transverse to

theory proposed by Swift more adequately de

the magnetic field. Current then flows from the

scribes the laboratory experiment in that essen

region of positive charge down a field line to the

tially all of the assumptions and conditions of

ionosphere, which has a finite conductivity and

the theory are fulfilled, whereas the mechanism

from there up the field line to the region of

for energy transfer in the alternate description

negative space charge. Now if there is a high

is extremely obscure and the validity of its main

resistance along the field line with respect to

postulates has not been established. It should

the ionospheric path caused by the collective

be noted that the obvious differences between

interaction, energy will be dissipated in the mag

the assumption of a local electric field perturba

netosphere causing heating of the electrons.
Swift has shown that the conditions for the

tion of short duration in the Swift's treatment
and the constant electric field perturbation in
experiment

are

not

critjcal

[Buneman,

onset of the instability can be expressed in

the

terms of the relative velocity of the electrons

1959]. We thus presently view the results as

with respect to the ions, the electron thermal

experimental evidence that the instabilities de

velocity, and the ratio of the electron to ion

scribed in the theory can occur. Whether the

temperature. The range of experimental values

theory is. applicable to the terrestrial case for

obtained for these parameters indicate that the

which it was formulated

is still unknown. How-
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ever, the nature of the instabilities, their fre
quency of occurrence, region of precipitation,
and time duration indicate some correlations
with terrestrial auroras. These correlations tend
to support the applicability of the theory to
both cases. The measurement of the magnetic
field perturbation, spectroscopic analysis, and
noise radiation may provide additional correla
tions that will determine the applicability of
the theory and the possibility of scaling the ex
perimental phenomena to terrestrial phenomena.
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